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Hit The Sidecountry
Unlock the gate to fresh lines.

RULES
OF
THE GAME

1. Gear up with a pack, shovel, probe,
and digital avalanche beacon.
2. Take a Level 1 avalanche course.
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Jackson Hole wasn’t the first resort to allow access to out-of-bounds terrain, but when The
Big One officially opened its gates in 1999, it signaled a major shift in tolerance. Riders were
now free to ride lines in the uncontrolled and unmarked zones beyond the boundaries, which
sparked a new style of hot-lapping the sidecountry. Eleven years later, more than 75 North
American resorts permit entry to their adjacent zones. —Dan Kostrzewski

4. Enter through marked gates.
5. Ride lines one at a time.
6. Don’t drop in on someone below.

3. Know the daily avalanche forecast.

FIVE EPIC
SIDECOUNTRY
RESORTS

JACKSON HOLE
MOUNTAIN RESORT, WY
The steep, sustained
lines bordering
JHMR are as gnar
as North America
gets. And with a new
tram to lift you 4,139
continuous, vertical
feet back up top—in
nine minutes—it’s no
shock that Jackson’s
OB bowls and couloirs were ground
zero for the sidecountry explosion.
Tip: Test yourself on
the Headwall before
you hike into more
exposed terrain.
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REVELSTOKE
MOUNTAIN RESORT, B.C.
The Selkirks and
Monashees of B.C.’s
interior have long
been a sweet spot
for split touring,
sled access, and heli
operations. Recent
construction of
the Stoke and the
Ripper chairs at RMR
opened up prime
hikeable terrain to
the masses.
Tip: It’s a gray area,
but access the
catboarding bowls
if you get tired of
North Bowl.

BRIGHTON, UT
All of Utah’s Big- and
Little-Cottonwood
Canyon areas are
packed with hikeable
terrain, but we like
Brighton because of
its low-key feel and
low-price day tickets.
It’s been a local line
favorite since before
crews and rails
dominated the Salt
Lake scene.
Tip: Line up early to
hit the featured terrain off the Millicent
Chair.

ALPINE MEADOWS, CA
Unlike Squaw, Alpine
has always been
open to accessing
its classic Sierra
lines from inside the
boundry. This North
Lake area doesn’t
have the scene or
the stars of other
Tahoe resorts, but
the vibe is chill and
the terrain is sick.
Tip: Hire one of
Alpine’s guides for
a first taste of sweet
lines on the margins.

MT. BAKER, WA
This misty epicenter of big lines is
revered for its openaccess attitude,
world-record snowfalls, and steep shots
that get real serious,
real quick.
Tip: The storms are
deep, but watch the
weather and freezing
level to hit it when
it’s on.
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